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Originally, I wasn't going to get this dlc as I feel it's far too expensive, HOWEVER, if you buy the season pass then you get all 6
upcoming dlc packs, which makes each pack less than u00a34! You also get access to the beta. I'm a massive fan of Brands
Hatch, it's one of my favourite circuits and Reiza have done a top notch job here with Brands and the other circuits. The cars are
pretty decent too, although I'm more of a fan of saloon cars, DTM, GT3 and WTCC type cars so I'm hoping they bring
something out along those lines soon.. Excelent value considering how extraordinarily good a simulator Automobilista is.. I
bought the new dlc, just to support you guys from Reiza Studios. Keep up the good work.. These might be the best content ever
in any racing sim, seriously. Wasn't very interested when I first heard about this pack, but bought this because of Caterhams,
positive comments and to support Reiza. These cars and tracks are incredible and the driving feel is second to none. Never really
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liked Oulton park or Cadwell park before, but take a Caterham 620R or MCR, and its pure awesomeness.. Excelent value
considering how extraordinarily good a simulator Automobilista is.. MCR - I think it is the best car in the pack, so good i would
go as far as the best in the sim! it is great fun to drive and great to race. nuff said, well not quite, the are great fun at Oulton Park
Ultima - Depending on what type of cars you like this is gonna change your opinion. I personally prefer race cars, but, if they
are the right car, road cars can be amazing. This one, not so much :(. It is a bit meh in every way to be honest. Fair enough, the
630hp varient is fun at some tracks but not at others. Best at Oulton or Brands Caterhams - These are the right road cars, they
are basically bees. if you are calm with it and respect it, it will be calm too. If you upset it though, well, you have a different
thing coming for you. These are especially fun round Cadwell Park Formula Trainer - Pretty fun for the most part, I find the
handling a bit wierd though. One moment i was going around completely under control and taking it pretty easy, then, with no
aparent reason the car just spun round, I didn't do anything wierd or out of the ordinary it just spun. If Reiza were to fix this car
up a bit i am sure it could be great fun, but, at the moment it needs some work. Best at Brands The Tracks - They all seem really
well done! I can judge Brands better than the other tracks on realism as i have Assetto's Dream Pack 3 where it was
laserscanned and i must say, i can see no difference. I don't know what you did, but it is good!! Cadwell and Oulton Park seem
very good too, though i am not much of a judge as i have never driven either of them before.. These might be the best content
ever in any racing sim, seriously. Wasn't very interested when I first heard about this pack, but bought this because of
Caterhams, positive comments and to support Reiza. These cars and tracks are incredible and the driving feel is second to none.
Never really liked Oulton park or Cadwell park before, but take a Caterham 620R or MCR, and its pure awesomeness.. Been
driving the new cars and tracks in the beta. Absolutely stunning work. My personal favorite so far has been the Formula Trainer
(either Novice or Advanced) at Cadwell Park. Terrific work.. Originally, I wasn't going to get this dlc as I feel it's far too
expensive, HOWEVER, if you buy the season pass then you get all 6 upcoming dlc packs, which makes each pack less than
u00a34! You also get access to the beta. I'm a massive fan of Brands Hatch, it's one of my favourite circuits and Reiza have
done a top notch job here with Brands and the other circuits. The cars are pretty decent too, although I'm more of a fan of
saloon cars, DTM, GT3 and WTCC type cars so I'm hoping they bring something out along those lines soon.. Excelent value
considering how extraordinarily good a simulator Automobilista is.
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